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Political parties are the main pillar of a democratic system. Competition between them through the
values stimulated by social, economic, and cultural policies, and their views on the role of govern-
ment determine the level of democracy in a country. 

In democratic states, party pluralism is a competition between ideas, alternatives, opinions, and
people who come to terms with their political ideologies and programmes, through convincing as
many people to vote for them. Meanwhile, for political parties, money is an important tool that
serves them to establish, develop, and implement their ideas and programmes. 

Although Kosovo is a country with a pluralistic democratic system, political parties still remain in em-
bryonic stages of development to be consolidated and defined as democratic political parties. Lack
of transparency – both from outside and from within – in their financing, lack of internal debate, ex-
tensive non-involvement in building political platforms, failure to hold elective assemblies within
deadlines defined in their statutes, and the extraordinary power of the leader within the political
party, indicate the fragility and the level of democracy within the political parties in the country. This
low level of democracy in political parties is determinative and reflects in the work of the state insti-
tutions that are often characterised with a deficit level of democracy, in terms of decision-making
process. 

In Kosovo, political parties are challenged very much when the funds are withdrawn and when
these funds should be made public. The ways how political parties are financed still remain with
many unknowns and undiscovered due to legal vacuum and weak capacities of the state oversight
institutions. 

These and many other reasons have led the Kosova Democratic Institute (KDI) / Transparency In-
ternational Kosova (TIK) address this issue and raise the voice against corruptive practices, which
damage the development of political parties and the development of democracy in general. With
“CRINIS” project, KDI/TIK’s primary purpose is to enable “shining a light in money in politics” and to
contribute in drafting and implementing adequate legislation, which would allow for a right and legal
financing of political parties that will eventually result with building of a democratic society based on
values of the rule and respect of law.

Ismet Kryeziu
Executive Director
Kosova Democratic Institute (KDI) / Transparency International Kosova (TIK)

Foreword
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Political party financing legislation in the Repub-
lic of Kosovo in accordance with this CRINIS re-
search received an average score of 6.6. There
are three evaluation categories: insufficient (0 to
3.3), average (3.4 to 6.7) and good (6.8 to 10).
The result achieved by Kosovo puts it in the
second category thus evaluating the political
party financing legislation as average. There are
some very good legal solutions that regulate the
field of political party financing in Kosovo, for ex-
ample book-keeping and scope of reporting;
however on the other hand there is still room for
legal improvements. Most importantly these lie
in preventive measures and reporting to the
state oversight body, the Central Election Com-
mission (CEC). The implementation of these
legal provisions by political parties and the CEC
remains a big concern, especially when it comes
to public disclosure.

Some of the categories with the lowest grades
are Preventive Measures and Sanctions, receiv-
ing average grades of 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
The result of the first category shows that politi-
cal party financing in Kosovo lacks the legal in-
frastructure regulating preventive mechanisms
such as the existence of a centralised system of
bank transactions, a ban on cash deposits, and
the existence of preventive measures against
the abuse of government resources. The draft-
ing of a sound legal basis that regulates the pre-
ventive measures alone does not solve the
problem without the implementation of such pro-
visions. The second category is related to both
the legal framework and practices evaluating
whether the current legislation in this area is ad-
equate and whether the existing laws on annual
funding of political parties are adhered to in
practice. 

The research encountered particular problems
turning out extremely difficult to assess the prac-
tice. In Kosovo, none of the party reports had
been published by the time the research was
conducted. Therefore, a large proportion of the
findings from these two countries are based on
observations of the research teams and percep-
tions of those stakeholders who have shared
their information and views. Due to these limita-
tions, most of the findings focus on the evalua-
tion of the legislation and have less to offer
when it comes to assessment of practice.

On the other hand, the internal book-keeping of
the parties is commendable, and their financial
reports should be somewhat detailed including
thorough information on both the income and
expenses from private donations and public
funding. This is shown with the Internal Book-
keeping and Scope of Reporting legislation
being the two categories with the highest scores
(10.0 and 9.1). Reporting to the State Oversight
Agency category scored an average score of
6.2 mainly due to the fact that donors, vendors,
and media companies are not required by law to
report separately on their transactions with the
political parties. In such situations, due to the
lack of separate reports from donors, vendors,
and media companies, it is not easy to verify the
information submitted only by the political par-
ties. 

The comparison between the law and practice
seems to point to the scores for legal solutions
(6.6) that are generally higher than the scores
for practice (3.31). This suggests that legal solu-
tions have not met with consistent application,
and that is where the emphasis should be
placed in future activities. 

Additionally to KDI/TIK’s main recommendation
on improving implementation of laws, for the
purpose of improving the political party financing
system in Kosovo the following measures are
proposed:

1. All legal provisions related to all

kinds of the financing of the politi-

cal parties should be included in

one law: The Law on Financing of

the political parties. 

Currently, the Law on General Elections regu-
lates the campaign finances of the political par-
ties, the Law on Financing of the Political
Parties regulates the regular finances of the po-
litical parties while the Law on Electing the Pres-
ident, which is currently under the drafting
process, will cover the finances of the campaign
for presidential elections and other finances re-
lated to it. Therefore, KDI/TIK proposes that all
legal provisions related to all kinds of political
party financing should be included in one law.
This form of organisation not only allows for a

7

1 This score does not include the result from Scope and Reliability of Reports, as the Research Team did not have access to
the financial reports of the political parties.  

I. Executive Summary 
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better logic of understanding of the legal political
party financing system available, but also en-
ables a faster access to the information re-
quired. In addition to this it reduces the
possibility of application of double standards for
the same matters, and makes it easier to amend
the latter legislation in the future.

2. Definition of standardised for-

mat for submitting the regular fi-

nancial reports of political parties

to the CEC as well as the timelines

and the format for disclosing

these reports.

The primary or secondary legislation, namely
the Law or the CEC Rules should clearly define
the standardised format for submitting the regu-
lar financial reports of political parties to the
Central Election Commission. In addition to this
the legislation should clarify the timelines and
the format for disclosing these reports. KDI/TIK
recommends that the best action would be for
political parties to submit an electronic version
of their report, together with a printed hardcopy.
This would enable for specific pieces of informa-
tion to be both easily accessible and identifiable
across all parties. In addition to this it would
benefit the process of auditing and public disclo-
sure of the reports by the CEC. 

3. Political parties should allow

the public to have access on their

finances

The political parties should disclose their finan-
cial reports on their web pages immediately
after they submit their reports to the CEC. Fur-
thermore, the latter should allow the public to
have access on their finances. This field should
be regulated by law. The Financial Official Rep-
resentative of the party can be legally assigned
to be responsible for public disclosure of finan-
cial reports and other related documents.

4. The CEC should make sure that

reports submitted by the political

parties are actually checked and

adequately reviewed.

CEC as the main oversight agency should make
sure that reports submitted by the political par-
ties are checked and adequately reviewed. For
undertaking this important task CEC will have to

allocate staff for auditing the reports. The cur-
rent practice of outsourcing auditing to the pri-
vate accounting firms is not sufficient for
exercising the effective oversight, since auditing
firms do not focus on receipt of income and do
not carry out investigations to verify the accu-
racy of declared income. Furthermore, it is rec-
ommended that the General Auditor Office
should audit all the finances of political parties
and not only the money coming from public sub-
sidies.
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As Gore Vidal, an American political activist,
puts it, “apparently, a democracy is a place
where numerous elections are held at great cost
without issues and with interchangeable candi-
dates”, this was exactly the only situation miss-
ing for years in Kosovo. With the NATO2

intervention in Kosovo in 1999, and with the
United Nations taking over the administration of
Kosovo, not only did the security situation
changed for better, but the political atmosphere,
political parties’ regulation and operation were
additionally affected. The Organisation for Secu-
rity and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), as a
pillar of United Nations Interim Administration
Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK), ran the CEC from
1999 till 2008. The CEC, ran by the OSCE, or-
ganised the first municipal elections in Kosovo
on 28 October 2000, and the first Assembly
elections on 17 November 2001. Then for the
last time they organised the Municipal, Mayoral,
and Assembly Elections on 17 November 2007.

Before the war in Kosovo the majority of people
(Kosovo Albanians) identified themselves with
one political party, such as LDK3 of Mr. Ibrahim
Rugova, however after the war a number of par-
ties were born. 39 political parties4 (including the
political parties, candidates, coalitions, or citi-
zens’ initiatives) took place in the first municipal
elections in 2000, whereas 24 political parties5

for the Assembly Elections in 2001. For the As-
sembly elections in 2010, the number of political
parties taking place decreased to 296. 

Before the declaration of the independence of
the Republic of Kosovo, the political parties
functioned under one UNMIK Regulation7. After
17 February 2008, the Assembly drafted a set of
laws that regulated the field of elections and the
political parties8, plus the CEC drafted a set of
Rules that further defined and regulated the ex-
isting primary legislation9.

In spite of this, legislation was not up to stan-
dard: there was significant pressure from both
the international community alongside civil soci-
ety organisations to improve the legislation cre-
ating the base for the the functioning of the
political parties. The Law on general elections
underwent its first amendment in 2010, while the
Law on the financing of political parties is under
amendment procedure just 10 months after it
was enforced. Public funding dedicated to the
support of the political parties remains the only
public funding that is not audited by the Office of
General Auditor10. The Kosovo 2010 Progress
Report of the European Commission has identi-
fied the Law on financing of political parties not
to be fully in line with European standards. This
is due to non-regulation of donations from busi-
nesses to political parties that provide goods or
services to public administration11. 

Civil society organisations monitoring reports
and the public perception declare that apart
from the weak legislation regulating the parties’
finances, additionally the problem lies within its
implementation. This also includes the non-im-
plementation of the legislation by both the politi-
cal parties and the oversight agency, the Central
Election Commission (CEC). The latter has not
yet (September 2011) disclosed the annual fi-
nancial reports of the parties for 2009 and 2010.
Even though the drafting of the new law on fi-
nancing the political parties was intended to in-
crease  transparency in the finances of the
political parties, this aspect continues to remain
a weak point for the majority of political parties,
which to date  hesitate to report on their financ-
ing in a consistent manner12 . 

The fight against corruption is an important seg-
ment of the development of the societies in the
21st century, and political parties play a domi-
nant role both in shaping the rules of the game
as well as their implementation. According to

9

2 North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO)
3 Lidhja Demokratike e Kosovës – Democratic League of Kosovo
4 http://www.osce.org/kosovo/20464
5 http://www.osce.org/kosovo/20466
6 http://www.kqz-ks.org/SKQZ-
WEB/al/zgjedhjetekosoves/materiale/rezultatet2010/1.%20Rezultatet%20e%20pergjithshme.pdf

7 UNMIK Regulation No 2004/11 dated 4 May 2004 following UNMIK Regulation No. 2000/16 dated 21 March 2000.
8 Law 03/L-073 on General Elections, Law 03/L-072 on Local Elections, Law 03/L-094 on the President of the Republic of
Kosovo, AND Law 03/L-174 on financing of the political entities.  

9 CEC has since 2008 drafted 16 Rules, the latest being on Financing of political entities
10 Assessment of Institutional Integrity, Kosova 2011, Political Parties Overview p 226
11 European Commission: Kosovo 2010 Progress Report, Anti-corruption policy, p 12
12 Assessment of Institutional Integrity, Kosova 2011, Political Parties Overview p 226

II. Introduction and Background to the study 
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Global Corruption Barometer Report 2010 of
Transparency International13, political parties in
Kosovo (and in 45 other countries in the world)
are the institutions perceived as the most af-
fected by corruption. Similar assessments have
also been made by other civil society actors,
who claim that “the parties are extremely cen-
tralised, undemocratic, and enjoy the image of
being the least trusted institutions”14. 

In 2010, major problems were encountered with
the election of the president of the Republic of
Kosovo. This was caused in part due to the lack
of consensus between the parties in the Assem-
bly, but also due to unclear procedures that sent
the case to the Constitutional Court. The latter
ruled for a repetition of the process of the elec-
tion of president. As a result, three major politi-
cal parties, PDK, LDK and AKR, in January 2011
agreed to reform the electoral system within 16
months, part of which includes the election of a
president by universal suffrage. Two functioning
Committees are formed within the Assembly
which are working on the amendments that
need to be made to the Constitution, as well as
to the laws related to the electoral system. 

Although such initiatives (agreements between
the parties and the works in the Assembly to re-
form the electoral system) are welcome and
symbolise an intention to improve the existing
legislative framework, actual positive changes in
the field of political parties in general and in po-
litical parties’ financing in particular, can only be
considered as accomplished after three stages;
once the reformed laws are actually imple-
mented, once their implementation is monitored,
and once infringements thereof are sanctioned.
And finally, “money is a necessary element for
democracies and parties to run smoothly but
only as long as financing is transparent, properly
accounted for, with full public disclosure, and
subject to effective governmental and social
oversight mechanisms”15.

The Constitution of the Republic of Kosovo
does not contain a particular definition of a po-
litical party, yet only sets out general provi-
sions. Article 44, Freedom of Association,
states that “The freedom of association in-
cludes the right of everyone to establish an or-
ganisation without obtaining any permission, to
be or not to be a member of any organisation
and to participate in the activities of an organi-
sation.” In addition to this Article 45, Freedom
of Election and Participation, states that “every
citizen of the Republic of Kosovo who has
reached the age of eighteen, even if on the day
of elections, has the right to elect and be
elected, unless this right is limited by a court
decision”. 

On the other hand, the Law on General Elec-
tions defines a Political Party as an organisa-
tion of individuals who voluntarily associate on
the basis of common ideas, interests or views,
for the purpose of obtaining influence and hav-
ing their representatives elected to public office
or as otherwise defined by applicable legisla-
tion”, while a Political Entity as a term is de-
fined as “a Political Party, Coalition, Citizens’
Initiative or independent candidate”.

The Constitution defines the Assembly to have
“one hundred twenty (120) deputies elected by
secret ballot on the basis of open lists”.16 The
Law on General Elections defines Kosovo as a
single electoral zone, with proportional partici-
pation. The threshold applicable for election
participation of new political entities in elections
is 5 % of total votes.

The functioning of political parties and their fi-
nances, up until the declaration of independ-
ence in 2008, was regulated by the UNMIK17

Regulation No 2004/11, on the Registration and
Operation of Political Parties in Kosovo that
came into force in 4 May 2004. Elections held
between 2000 were 2004 were organised
under the rules set by UNMIK Regulation No.
2000/16 of 21 March 2000 on Registration and
Operation of Political Parties in Kosovo.

13 Global Corruption Barometer 2010 Report http://www.transparency.org/policy_research/surveys_indices/gcb/2010/results
14 Assessment of Institutional Integrity, Kosova 2011, Political Parties Overview p 226
15 Carter Centre, Press Release of 3 June 2007, titled: Lack of Transparency in Political Financing Poses Serious Problems
for Countries http://www.cartercenter.org/news/pr/crinis_060407.html.

16 Constitution of the Republic of Kosovo, Article 64, Structure of Assembly
17 United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo – UNMIK

III. General Context on
Political Party Financing
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Currently, the financing of political parties is
regulated by two laws, the Law on General
Elections in the Republic of Kosovo18, and the
Law on Financing of Political Parties19. In addi-
tion to this Election Rules and other decisions
are issued by the Central Election Committee
of the Republic of Kosovo20. The Law on Gen-
eral Elections was amended in 2010 after sig-
nificant pressure from both the international
community and the civil society and the Law on
Financing of Political Parties, after remarks
highlighted in the European Commission
Progress Report in 2010 and under consider-
able pressure from the civil society and other
stakeholders, is currently at the amendment
process. 

The actual legislation defines allocation of pub-
lic funding to the political parties: “The public fi-
nancing of political parties is provided through
the Fund for support to political parties within
the Budget of the Republic of Kosovo” which “is
handled within the Central Election Commis-
sion”.21 Nevertheless, until the new Law on Fi-
nancing of Political Parties entered into force in
late 2010, funding to support political parties
was managed by the Secretariat of the Assem-
bly of the Republic of Kosovo. These financial
means “are used for financing pre-electoral and
electoral activities, financing the Assembly
working groups and other regular activities of
political parties” and as such “cannot exceed
0.17% of the Budget of Kosovo”.22

The revised budget for 2010 was
1,256,000,000 Euro, while according to the offi-
cial document of the Assembly23, 1,820,622.69
Euro was allocated proportionally “among the
political parties represented in the Assembly
according to the number of seats for that man-
date”.24 

Also, “upon the proposal of the Government,
the Assembly shall allocate funds, but not ex-
ceeding 0.05% of Kosovo Budget, to finance

the local and central elections campaigns re-
lated to regular or extraordinary elections”25.
This funding comes out of the total amount of
the funding for the support for the political par-
ties. 90% of funds are given to political parties
“based on the number of seats in the Assem-
bly” in the last elections, and 10% of the funds
are allocated proportionally to recently-regis-
tered political parties and certified ones by the
Central Election Committee”26.

On the other side, the CEC with the Electoral
Rule no 12/2009 (Section 2) on Campaign
Spending Limit and Financial Disclosures has
limited spending during election campaigns in
the Republic of Kosovo to “500 Euro per 1000
registered voters”, or 0.50 Euro per each regis-
tered voter. However, there is no ban on ex-
penditure for regular annual activities of the
parties. 

Regarding donations, the amounts which politi-
cal parties are allowed to receive are limited.
Private individuals cannot donate amounts ex-
ceeding two thousand (2.000) Euro per calen-
dar year, while legal entities, namely
businesses, cannot donate amounts exceeding
ten thousand (10.000) Euro per calendar year
to any political party27. Also, “government and
non government foreign institutions and foreign
natural and legal persons”28 are banned from fi-
nancial and material assistance to political par-
ties. Public enterprises as well as institutions
that gain capital from gambling and other bet-
ting activities cannot donate any financial
amount to any political party29. On the other
hand, political parties cannot accept extra con-
tributions during electoral years.30

Furthermore, the Law on the financing of politi-
cal parties (Article 18, overdue obligations) de-
fines that “in case when a political party does
not pay its obligations such as fines, judicial
sentences, bills, etc. then the respective
amount will be deducted from the budget, that

11

18 Law 03/L-073 on General Elections in Republic of Kosovo entering into force on 15 June 2008 and Law 03/L-256 on
amending and supplementing the Law 03/L-073 entering into force on 29 October 2010.

19 Law 03/L-174 on financing of the political parties.
20 Law 03/L-073 on General Elections in Republic of Kosovo, Articles 64 and 128.
21 Law 03/L-174 on financing of the political parties, Article 7 Funds for the support of political parties.
22 Law 03/L-174 on financing of the political parties, Article 9 Allocation of public financial funds.
23 Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo Document No 119/11DA1 dated 22.04.2011, with subject: The Allocation of Budget
for Political Parties for 2010.

24 Law 03/L-174 on financing of the political parties, Article 9 Allocation of public financial funds.
25 Law 03/L-174 on financing of the political parties, Article 10 Allocation of funds for election campaigns.
26 Law 03/L-174 on financing of the political parties, Article 10 Allocation of funds for election campaigns.
27 Law 03/L-174 on financing of the political parties, Article 5 Contributions for political parties.
28 Law 03/L-174 on financing of the political parties, Article 11 Ban on financial assistance
29 Law 03/L-174 on financing of the political parties, Article 11 Ban on financial assistance.
30 Law 03/L-073 on General Elections in Republic of Kosovo, Article 39.4
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it is distributed to support the political parties”.
This provision of the law has been imple-
mented for the first time in July 2011, after
media and civil society demands to the CEC.

The CRINIS methodology entails assessment of
two different types of political party financing:
non-electoral finances of political parties and
election campaign funding for legislative, and
where applicable, presidential elections. This re-
port looks only at the assessment of funding of
annual activities of political parties in Kosovo in
2010, whereby resources were mobilised to
support the party structure and its activities dur-
ing this non-election year.  

The methodology involves examining the regu-
latory framework on transparency of political
party financing, so as to compare it to interna-
tionally recognised principles. Through different
research methods, it also examines what hap-
pens in practice. By providing thorough diagno-
sis of the legal framework and actual practice, it
provides strong empirical evidence to create a
clear picture of areas in the need of reform. 

The information collected during the research
was used to build an index on the transparency
of political party funding. The level of trans-
parency is quantified taking into consideration
the following ten dimensions (Table 1)

IV. Methodology 
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Dimensions Generic questions for building indicators

1. Internal bookkeeping 
of parties 

Is bookkeeping mandatory by law? How profes-
sional is personnel in practice?

2. Reporting to state oversight
agency (Central Election Com-
mission / CEC)

By law, do parties, service providers, donors and
media render accounts on their role in political fi-
nance? 
When and in what format?

3. Comprehensiveness or scope
of reporting

Do reports include public and private sources? 
Do they cover income and expenses? 
Do they cover monetary contributions, in-kind con-
tributions, rebates etc?

4. Depth of reporting
By law, do reports include information on individual
donations? 
Do they clearly identify the donor of each donation?

5. Reliability of reporting

Do different actors disclose all resources in 
reports? 
How accurate are reports, to the knowledge of 
experts?

6. Disclosure to the public

Is it mandatory for state agencies/parties to dis-
close information on political finance? 
In practice, how accessible is such information to
experts, journalists and ordinary citizens? 

7. Preventive measures
Are donations channelled exclusively through offi-
cial bank accounts? 
Are there any loopholes for anonymous donations?

8. Sanctions
What are the existing sanctions - civil, criminal and
political – according to the law? In practice, are the
existing laws strictly enforced?

9. State oversight 
(Central Election Commission /
CEC)

Do experts evaluate institutions of state oversight
as independent? 
Are they considered efficient? 
From the perspective of self-evaluations, do they
lack human resources? Do they lack training?

10. Public oversight

Do civil society organisations monitoring political fi-
nance exist? In which areas of political finance do
they develop activities? 
Do experts evaluate organisations of public over-
sight as independent?

Table 1: Ten Dimensions of Transparency in Political Finance
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Internal bookkeeping (dimension 1) ties in to
the way in which political parties internally man-
age their financial resources. Reporting to
the state oversight agency (dimension 2) eval-
uates the extent to which parties or candidates
report to a government oversight body. Three di-
mensions – comprehensiveness of reporting
(dimension 3), depth of reporting (dimension
4) and reliability of reporting (dimension 5) –
centre around the nature of data furnished in the
financial reports and help to determine the qual-
ity of the information submitted to the oversight
bodies. These evaluate crucial areas like all rel-
evant finance activity, including cash, in-kind
and other transactions, identity of the donor,
credibility of submitted data and the perception
of credibility of reports by key actors. Disclo-
sure of information to the public (dimension
6) takes a look at the public’s access to political
finance information. A third group of dimensions
encompassing prevention (dimension 7), sanc-
tions (dimension 8) and state oversight (dimen-
sion 9) addresses monitoring compliance with
established rules and regulations. This includes
preventive measures to facilitate effective over-
sight, the existence of sanctions that can be im-
posed and the institutions and actors in charge
of performing oversight functions. Finally public
oversight (dimension 10) addresses monitoring
and oversight role of the civil society and media
irrespective of the formal state oversight body
with regard to political party financing issues. 

The information collected through the involve-
ment of a broad spectrum of sources and differ-
ent research methods, brings together over 75
evaluation indicators (law and practice). Ques-
tions feeding into each indicator have different
range of answers, which translates into different
weights for the final score for each indicator. The
scale for each indicator ranges from 0 to 10,
where 10 indicates that a country has met all cri-
teria expected in terms of transparency and ac-
countability and 0 indicates that non of these
criteria has been met. Scores between 0 and 10
are grouped into three evaluation categories: in-

sufficient (0 to 3.3), average (3.4 to 6.7) and
good (6.8 to10). 
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Dimensions Number of indicators Weight Law/Practice 

1) Internal bookkeeping
Total 7
3 Law

4 Practice

50% Law
50% Practice

2. Reporting to state over-
sight agency (Central Elec-
tion Commission / CEC)

Total 9
5 Law

4 Practice

50% Law
50% Practice

3. Scope of reporting
Total 4
2 Law

2 Practice

50% Law
50% Practice

4. Depth of reporting
Total 5
3 Law

2 Practice

50% Law
50% Practice

5. Reliability of reporting Total 3 100% practice

6. Disclosure to the public
Total 15
6 Law

9 Practice

50% Law
50% Practice

7. Preventive measures
Total 10
5 Law

5 Practice

50% Law
50% Practice

8. Sanctions
Total 12
6 Law

6 Practice

50% Law
50% Practice

9. State oversight (Central
Election Commission / CEC)

Total 5
2 Law

3 Practice

50% Law
50% Practice

10. Public oversight Total 5 100% practice

Table 2: Quantitative index of transparency in political party funding: Dimensions, indicators and
weighting of law and practice 
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Data Sources 

This study utilized both primary and secondary
sources for collecting data. Relevant laws and
regulations were examined for the assessment
of the legislative framework. For analyzing the
practices, the research team examined the re-
ports from the political parties and oversight
bodies and interviewed various stakeholders to
get insights on the operation of the party funding
system and its oversight. Key actors surveyed
included, 6 political parties, selected based on
the number of seats obtained in the last legisla-
tive election (see Appendix 1), and their ac-
countants/treasurers. Two parliament members
from each of the six parties represented in the
Parliament were also surveyed. The Central
Elections Commission (CEC), as the major state
oversight body, served as a primary source
which provided access to some of the second-
ary sources, such as their practices and inter-
pretation of law. Nevertheless, the CEC has not
yet published the regular financial reports for
2010, using the lack of clear legal requirements
on the date of the publication. CEC claims that
the disclosure shall happen once the auditing
process is over and not once the reports are
submitted to the CEC.  

Field tests were conducted to measure how
easy it is for citizens to access information on
funding of political parties and thereby evaluate
rates of response from different institutions, in-
cluding parties, state oversight agencies, media
companies and donors.  Access to information
test was conducted by a research team using a
standard procedure to contact various actors.
The second tests were conducted by a group of
volunteers of average citizens. The aim was to
contrast the ability to access the same set of in-
formation by actors with different levels of
knowledge and contacts. 

Data Collection Methods

Stakeholders, including the Central Election
Commission, party accountants and donors con-
tributing money to the parties were personally
interviewed based on the survey questionnaires.
Media companies, donors and parties were pri-
marily contacted through letters, requesting in-
come and expenditure reports and details of
airtime given or sold to parties. In the citizen ex-
periment, mentioned above, participants were
given a list of specific information to be obtained
regarding regular political party funding, using
different mediums of communication including
internet, phone or official letters requesting infor-
mation. Table 3 summarises the type of informa-
tion collected, the source of information and the
data collection method used.
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Table 3: Type and Sources of Information

Limitations of the Study

The area of study – political party financing – is
extremely new in the context of Kosovo. KDI/TIK
is not aware of any previous research on politi-
cal party financing in Kosovo and there is limited
public dialogue on the issue. The Research
Team could not verify the information gathered
from the interviews with the stakeholders or
whether the laws in place are being imple-
mented, due to the lack of access to the annual
financial reports for 2010 of political parties, that
are not yet published (September 2011) by the
CEC. The political parties did not permit access
to the financial reports they submitted to the
CEC. One minority political party, namely the In-
dependent Liberal Party (SLS) of the Serb mi-
nority, did not respond to any of the Research
Team’s requests. This lead to various chal-
lenges as the research team had limited number
of secondary data sources and expertise avail-
able on the subject matter.

17

Type of Information Source of Information Data Collection Method

Legal Framework Relevant laws and regulations Legal review

Internal party practices on
financial issues

Party reports, official records
and public information

Team analysis, complemented
by interviews of party account-
ants and experts

Disclosure of information
Political parties, oversight
agencies, donors, media
agencies

Research of publicly available
information

Testing availability of informa-
tion from various stakeholders
through written requests

Income and expenditure of
political parties 

Parties, oversight agencies,
donors, watchdogs

Interviews

General Practice on 
political finance

Parties, MPs, CEC, CSOs, 
experts 

Interviews
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Overall findings

Graph 1: Law and Practice scores

Dimension 1: 

Internal bookkeeping

The basic pre-condition to making financial in-
formation transparent is to have this information
available through quality internal bookkeeping.
Legal obligations in the area of bookkeeping
and the political culture of the parties are factors
that can influence this dimension. For parties to
comply with legal regulations and uphold their
own values and principles, it is essential for
them to have a functioning administration, with
the necessary capabilities.

In this study, the internal book keeping of parties
was measured with five general indicators.
These include legal requirements for parties to
keep books on income, expenditure and assets
and their actual practice in this regard. Other in-
dicators address questions of disclosure of this
information to party members, the standard of
accounting procedures followed, authorized indi-
viduals to sign financial accounting reports and 

whether financial records are kept for a pre-
scribed length of time.  

V. Research Results 
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Graph 2:
Internal bookkeeping Law and Practice scores

Law: 10.0
Practice: 5.4

Internal bookkeeping ties in to the way in which
political parties internally manage their financial
resources. From the results above, it is under-
stood that the field of internal bookkeeping of
the political entities in Kosovo is generally regu-
lated by law, while its implementation by the po-
litical parties demonstrates shortcomings. 

Parties31 included in this research keep books
on income and expenses, assets and liabilities.
According to the accountants of these political
parties they update their books related to annual
accounting every three months, while according
to the Research Team these books are updated
less frequently and that according to the need. 

According to the respondents, information on
annual funding of political parties is disclosed to
party delegates only during annual conventions.
Other party members, beside the party leader-
ship, rarely get to see at all the detailed financial
reports of their party. 

By law32, it is mandatory that the accounting of
the parties is signed by a certified accountant.
According to the interviews with the accountants
undertaken by the Research Team and taking in
consideration the accountants’ profession, most 

of the parties do not have their own accounting 
signed by a certified accountant or an external
auditor. Clearly, there is a need for political par-
ties to professionalise their administration, tak-
ing in consideration their lack of experience in
filling out forms to be submitted to the CEC. In
contrast, most of the political parties’ account-
ants have declared that although their financial
statements are not signed by an external audi-
tor, they are signed by certified accountants33. 

Furthermore, according to the law, parties’ ac-
counting shall be signed by "the president of the
party" who "shall be legally responsible for the
accuracy of all information submitted to the Of-
fice" of Political Party Registration and Certifica-
tion within the CEC34. As annual reports for 2009
and 2010 are not made public by either parties
themselves or the CEC, the Research Team
could not verify the application of this provision.  

Finally on this dimension, the legislation re-
quires that “each registered Political Party”,
namely the financial officer responsible and reg-
istered at the CEC for the latter, “shall keep and
maintain accurate and detailed financial
records” for a period of seven (7) years.35 The
implementation of this requirement is confirmed
by the parties’ accountants. 

19

31 PDK, LDK, AKR, AAK, SLS, and KDTP
32 Law No. 03/L - 073 on General Elections in the Republic of Kosovo Article 13. "Financial statements of a registered Politi-
cal Party shall be audited annually in accordance with provisions of this law." AND Article 14.2. The parties accounting shall
be signed by their financial officer, who is responsible for "the accuracy of all information submitted to the Office" of Political
Party Registration and Certification within the CEC. AND Article 40.7. "40.7 Each Financial Officer shall attend a training
session in accounting and auditing arranged by the Office as soon as possible after his or her appointment unless he or she
can establish to the satisfaction of the Office that he or she possesses sufficient expertise and experience that such training
is not necessary."

33 Answered by Financial Accountants of LDK, AKR, AAK, and KDTP.
34 Law No. 03/L - 073 on General Elections in the Republic of KosovoArticle 14.2. The parties accounting shall be signed by
"the president of the party" who "shall be legally responsible for the accuracy of all information submitted to the Office" of
Political Party Registration and Certification within the CEC.

35 CEC Electoral Rule 01/2008 on Registration and the Activities of the Political Parties, Article 21.1

Practice Law
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Dimension 2: Reporting to the

Oversight Agency

For this dimension, the study focused on five in-
dicators that covered both the legal framework
and actual reporting to the CEC in current prac-
tice. These indicators included questions regard-
ing whether parties must submit reports to the
CEC or other relevant  state agencies; whether
donors, vendors and media companies are re-
quired to report for their transactions with the
political parties; whether there is a specific stan-
dardised format for submitting these information;
and how often reporting is required. 

Graph 3: Reporting to the Oversight Agency
Law and Practice scores 

Law: 3.9
Practice: 3.3

The law defines that every year registered politi-
cal parties submit to CEC the annual financial
report at the latest by 1 March of the coming
year in the manner foreseen by the CEC36. But

the law does not define a standardised format in
which reports should be submitted. 

In practice, the CEC confirms that the majority of
political entities submitted their 2010 annual fi-
nancial reports. The Research Team has
learned from the CEC about the following cases:
1) there are political entities that submitted the
reports after the deadline, and 2) political enti-
ties submitted the reports in time, but then with-
drew, re-wrote them or changed the data, and
re-submitted later.

Due to the lack of relevant legal provisions that
regulate the field of reporting by donors, ven-
dors, and/or media companies specifically for
annual financial activities of political parties, the

results in this dimension both for law and prac-
tice are low. More precisely, neither donors, nor
vendors, and nor the media companies submit
any specific report related to regular activities of
political parties to state oversight agencies, like
the CEC. 

Although donors, vendors and media companies
do not report in a specific way for their financial
transactions with the political parties, they report
on these financial transactions with all other
transactions and other entities. This field is regu-
lated by other tax laws. 

36 Law No. 03/L – 174 on the Financing of the Political Entities, Article 15.1.

Practice Law
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Dimension 3: Scope of Reporting

This dimension looks at two main indicators: 1)
What types of funding sources are included in
the reports (e.g., donations and public funding)
and 2) What expenses are included in the re-
ports (e.g., expenses from private donations and
expenses from public subsidies).  

Graph 4: Scope of reporting Law score

Law: 9.1
Practice: Not Available

Scope or comprehensiveness of reporting is re-
lated to the nature of data included in the finan-
cial reports, which helps to identify the quality of
the information submitted to the CEC. 

Legal requirements in place are in line with in-
ternational standards in the field. In practice, the
Research Team was not able to verify whether
the legal requirements are met, due to the lack
of access to the parties’ annual financial reports
for 2010. 

The law mandates the requirement to include in
the report income from membership fees, indi-
vidual monetary donations, corporate monetary
donations, private donations in kind, money
from fundraising activities, partisan entrepre-
neurship, liabilities, assets, direct public subsi-
dies, tax benefits, balance sheet of assets,
liabilities and capital of the party and its main
branches, copies of Financial Statements, in-
voices/bills exceeding the amount of 100 euro,
Bank Statements for each bank account, regis-
tration of all contributions exceeding 100 euro,
and a list of donors37.

On the other hand, there are no legal require-
ments to include in the reports the discounts on
goods and services provided to the parties, any
self funding or public subsidies in kind, such as
free access to public services.  

Regarding the expenses included in the reports,
the law requires the reports include both the ex-
penses from public subsidies38 and private
sources39

Dimension 4: Depth of Reporting 

The detail or depth of information provided is
just as important as its comprehensiveness. Re-
ports should identify each donor, the amount
and the date of each donation, and similarly
itemise expenditures. This depth of information
allows oversight bodies, civil society groups and
voters to understand which influences might af-
fect the parties and their work, i.e. if political ac-
tions seem to benefit the donors they are
depending on instead of the public. This dimen-
sion was measured by aggregating multiple indi-
cators such as how detailed income and
expenditure reports are and whether there is a
threshold for disclosure of income in financial re-
ports. 

37 Law No. 03/L - 174 on Financing Political Parties, Article 15
38 Law No. 03/L - 174 on Financing Political Parties, Article 15.2.2
39 Law No. 03/L - 174 on Financing Political Parties, Article 15.3.4
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Graph 5: Depth of reporting Law score

Law: 7.5
Practice: Not Available

The legislation on the depth of reporting on an-
nual party funding is generally in line with the in-
ternationally recognised standards in this field.
The reports on income shall include the follow-
ing details for each donation exceeding “the
amount from one hundred (100) Euros during
the period included in the report”40: the date of
each donation, the amount of each donation, the
name of each donor and an official registration
of each donor.41 Nevertheless, the threshold of
100 Euro above which private donations are
identified in the parties’ regular financial ac-
counts could be taken away as it can potentially
reduce the level of transparency of the dona-
tions. 

Legal provisions on reporting expenditure are
also strong. When it comes to the details of the
reports on expenses, they shall include the date
of each expense, the amount of each expense,
the name of each vendor, and an official regis-
tration number of each vendor42. 

The implementation of the legislation in practice
could not be analysed nor could the information
provided by the parties themselves be verified:
This is all due to the lack of access to the finan-
cial reports submitted by the political parties. 

Dimension 5: 
Reliability of Reporting

One key element of reporting - due to its close
ties to transparency - is its reliability, or the belief
that the data contained in a report is accurate.
This dimension, therefore, is perception based
and there are no law indicators. The reliability of
a report is related to how accessible it is to the
public and to what extent the public controls its
veracity. 

Measuring the reliability of data is difficult. The
CRINIS methodology undertakes to solicit the
views of key actors in this thematic area such as
party accountants, officials of oversight agencies
and members of civil society. As an exception
compared to most other European countries, in
Kosovo one type of key actor is missing from the
scene:   auditors of the oversight agency. The
Central Election Commission does not have au-
ditors whose function would be to control the ac-
curacy of information submitted and ensure that
all procedures set regarding financial accounting
and reporting are met. 

Multiple indicators were used to answer ques-
tions such as: how accurate reports are (exam-
ple, in terms of the percentage of donations
likely to be reported) and whether it is possible
to obtain an accurate idea of the financing of
parties by looking at the official reports. How-
ever, due to the lack of public access to the fi-
nancial reports of political parties for 2010,
respondents to the questions on reliability could
not base their answers on any evidence, nor
could this be assessed by the research team. 

40 Law No. 03/L - 174 on Financing Political Parties, Article 15.3.4 AND CEC Electoral Rule 01/2008 on Registration and the
Activities of the Political Parties, Article 20.3.d, & 21.1.b

41 Law No. 03/L - 174 on Financing Political Parties, Article 15.3
42 Law No. 03/L - 174 on Financing Political Parties, Article 15.3.2 Comment: According to the clause "Each annual financial
report includes copies of" …"invoices for all expenditures exceeding the amount from one hundred (100) Euros". If the
copies of invoices are submitted, they should have 1, 2, and 3, while the stamp shall justify 4 (to posses a stamp, a copy of
registration as a legal entity is required).

Practice Law
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Dimension 6: Public Disclosure

The disclosure of financial information is a key
element in ensuring accountability of parties to-
wards their voters. Disclosure allows citizens,
media, civil society organizations, and aspirants
to public office to engage in monitoring party fi-
nances. Another aspect of it is to hold parties
accountable as they have an important function
in a democratic society and because the latter
partially live from tax money. This dimension is
based on indicators that measure adherence of
parties to a set of different types of require-
ments: the disclosure of information on public
subsidies; the disclosure of information on pri-
vate financing received, the frequency of disclo-
sure; and the channels through which the public
is made aware of such information.

Furthermore, a field test was conducted to
measure the availability of party funding infor-
mation to the average Kosovo citizen. A group of
citizens, consisting mainly of journalists and stu-
dents, were asked to find various pieces of infor-
mation, on the total amount of private funds the
biggest opposition party43 received during 2010,
media space bought by the biggest ruling party44

during 2010 in three biggest media companies,45

and access to the detailed information (name,
amount, and date) on the 5 biggest corporate
donors of the biggest ruling party46.

Law: 6.0
Practice: 0.8

The state provides financial support to political
entities47. The legislation in force sets out clear
rules on the distribution of annual public funding,
namely for the regular activities of political sub-
jects, which “shall be allocated among the politi-
cal subjects represented in the Assembly
according to the number of seats for that man-
date” 48. In practice, the state makes publicly
available the information on the amounts given 

as direct subsidies to the parties for the financ-
ing of their annual activates; but only on de-
mand, thus, this information is not proactively
published.49

The state does not allot free radio and TV air-
time to political parties for their annual activities.
However, the state grants tax exemption to par-
ties: “income from the membership fees and the
income provided for in Article 650 shall not be
subject to taxes”51. 

43 Alliance New Kosova (AKR)
44 Democratic Party of Kosovo (PDK)
45 Radio Television Kosovo (RTK), Radio Television 21 (RTV 21), and Kohavision Television (KTV)
46 Democratic Party of Kosovo (PDK)
47 Law No. 03/L - 174 on Financing Political Parties, Article 7 & Article 8
48 Law No. 03/L - 174 on Financing Political Parties, Article 7 & Article 9
49 According to the Assembly of Kosovo, document number 119/11 DA1 , which KDI received on 22 April 2011, 1,820,622.69
Euros  were given to the political entities for their annual regular activities for 2010

50 Law No. 03/L - 174 on Financing Political Parties, Article 6: 1. Political Subject shall not engage in a profitable business ac-
tivity, except the sale of goods like: publications, editions, advertisings, posters with party emblem or acronym of political
subject and other allowed legal sources. 2. All incoming and outgoing payment from financial activities of political subjects
shall be registered subjects financial registers.

51 Law No. 03/L - 174 on Financing Political Parties, Article 16
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The disclosure of the annual financial reports is
directly regulated by legal provisions. “The CEC
shall publish all annual financial reports together
with auditing declarations of political parties on
its official website”.52 There is also a Law on Ac-
cess to Public Documents which applies to this
information. Nevertheless, there are no provi-
sions that regulate disclosure of financial reports
by the parties themselves, as well as the period
of time when these reports shall be published /
disclosed: whether they shall be disclosed im-
mediately once submitted to CEC, or after the
entire process is finished, namely after the au-
diting process is undertaken. Hence, the viola-
tion of the above mentioned provisions cannot
be sanctioned, as they are not clearly written
out. 

Another obstacle to transparency in political
funding in Kosovo is the threshold amount set
by the laws in place that require the disclosure
of annual private donations to parties. The
threshold amount includes “the overall value of
contributions from the source” that “has ex-
ceeded the amount of one hundred (100) Euros
during the period included in the report”53.  

In accordance with international best practices,
Kosovo laws require the information to be dis-
closed in detail, which includes one-by-one
identification of each private donor, private in-
come, the amount of each donation public fund-
ing income, expenditure from private and public
funding and each expense including the identifi-
cation of the supplier54. 

For the 2009 and 2010 elections, the CEC dis-
closed information on the finances of the parties
on CEC website. Nevertheless, at the time of
writing this report (September 2011), the CEC
had not published the annual financial reports
for 2009 or 2010, nor did the political parties
themselves do so on proactive basis. 
The citizen test undertaken by KDI55 showed
that the random citizen in Kosovo is not able to
access up-to-date information on party funding.

The citizens were measuring the availability in
the period of 7 days on the specific information
on political finance. None of the citizens could
get any information, and some of them could not
even get access to facilities of the parties. 

The Research Team undertook another test,
measuring the responsiveness of parties and
other stakeholders to requests for information.
The results were similar, namely no information
at all could be gathered from the political parties
included in the research. Among those ad-
dressed were elected officeholders in the Parlia-
ment, the CEC, and RTK, KTV, and RTV21 as
the largest TV networks in Kosovo. A letter was
sent to the CEC56 on 18 March 2011 requesting
the annual financial reports for 2010, but an an-
swer was never returned.57. 

A wider range of stakeholders were asked for
their opinions as well. The elected members of
the Assembly and the private sector representa-
tives fully believe that citizens have the right to
know about financing of parties (10.0 out of
10.0). More than half of the respondents do not
believe that private and/or corporate donors
have the right to protect their privacy and there-
fore their names should not be disclosed to the
citizens (6.1 out of 10.0). Most of them also do
not believe that the latter would contribute more
if identity disclosure to the citizens was not
mandatory (4.1 out of 10.0). Just a few of them
believe that only the names of large private
and/or corporate donors should be disclosed to
the citizens (1.2 out of 10.0). 

When examining disclosure of information at the
party level, it became clear that no political party
has a specific person dedicated to disclosure.
On the other hand, there are only a few NGOs
such as Kosova Democratic Institute (KDI),
Speak Up Movement (FOL), Organisation for
Democracy, Anti-Corruption and Dignity ÇOHU,
Initiative for Progress (INPO), with few activities
that promote the political parties’ voluntary dis-
closure of information on funding. Taking into

52 Law No. 03/L - 174 on Financing Political Parties, Article 15.4
53 Law No. 03/L - 174 on Financing Political Parties, Article 15.4 & Article 15.3.4
54 Law No. 03/L - 174 on Financing Political Parties, Article 15.3.
55 The test that was organised by KDI and undertaken by 15 citizens (3 journalists, 7 students, and 5 random citizens)
56 Letter sent to CEC, on 18.03.2011 with CEC protocol number 398-2011.
57 A similar request was sent to the RTK in writing via e-mail on 11 March 2011, for which we received an answer confirming
the acceptance of the email, and that the request was going to be followed up by the responsible person, dated on
11.03.2011 from mmustafa@kdi-kosova.org to RTK replied in the same day. Similar responds came from the other two
media companies On 11.03.2011 email sent to KTV, KTV, and RTV21. Alike requests were sent to all the parties involved,
but none of them provided the information requested. On 18.03.2011 were sent to PDK, LDK, AKR, AAK, SLS, KDTP. On 1
April 2011 another letter was sent to PDK, who replied on 22 April 2011 with a general answer, but not answering the ques-
tions requested. The same letters asking for the same information were also sent to PDK, LDK, and AAK, all members of
the Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo, on 22 March 2011, but an answer was never received. 
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consideration the low perception of the legisla-
tors alongside the private sector representatives
on the activities of NGOs in promoting voluntary
disclosure of information of party funding (4.4
out of 10.0), it cannot be said that the disclosure
is actively promoted by parties or watchdog
groups.

Dimension 7: 

Preventive measures

This study assesses the dimension of preven-
tive mechanisms in political party funding by the
application of five indicators. These include exis-
tence of a centralized system of bank transac-
tions (known as a “single account”) and a ban
on cash deposits which could prevent identifica-
tion of the origin of donations. Furthermore, this
dimension looks into the existence of preventive
measures against abuse of government re-
sources and whether fiscal incentives are pres-
ent for disclosure of donations. 

Graph  7:
Preventive measures Law and Practice scores

Law: 3.0
Practice: 3.3

The legislation on preventive measures in an-
nual funding of political parties is perceived to
be inadequate (3.0 out of 10.0). Political parties
are not required by law to have a single bank
account to receive and spend funds so that all
the finances can be transferred through these
bank accounts and facilitate better oversight of
received and spent funds. Legislation does not
exclusively prohibit cash deposits to avoid
anonymous donations. 

According to the accountants from the political
parties and the experts, only a small amount of
all financial transactions of parties are executed
through bank transactions (2.2 out of 10.0). 

Referring to preventive measures against spe-
cific forms of abuse of government resources to
finance parties, such as public employee dis-
placement, use of government infrastructure, of-
ficial advertising, etc., there are some legal
provisions however they are not far reaching.
The law prohibits civil servants to use the state
offices and other state assets for the benefits of
the parties58.

The law does not envisage any fiscal incentives
to make donors report their donations, or to
make parties report the annual donations re-
ceived to the CEC. On the other hand, for an-
nual activities of the parties, there is no media
regulation preventing abuse of influence. Still,
there are mechanisms in place of self regula-
tion, namely, there is a code of conduct for politi-
cal parties, including abuse of public /
government resources59. Elections Complaints
and Appeals Panel (ECAP) oversees the imple-
mentation of the Code of Conduct. 

58 Law No. 03/L-073 on General Elections in the Republic of Kosovo, Article 35
59 Law No. 03/L-073 on General Elections in the Republic of Kosovo, Chapter V, The Code of Conduct for Political Entities,
Their Supporters, and Candidates
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Dimension 8: Sanctions

As with most other dimensions, multiple indica-
tors that focused on both the legal framework
and practices were used to evaluate the dimen-
sion of sanctions. Questions included: are exist-
ing laws on annual funding of political parties
adhered to in practice? Is current legislation in
this area adequate? Are sanctions for violation
of established rules appropriate? 

Graph 8: Sanctions Law and Practice scores 

Law: 6.1
Practice: 0.5

There are legal requirements in place sanction-
ing parties through fines for non-compliance
with rules of accounting, but the amounts are
symbolic compared to the average salary in
Kosovo and the income of parties.60 Still, in
practice, application of such fines for non-sub-
mission, partial submission, or fraudulent sub-
mission or for minor inaccuracies or mistakes is
unlikely to happen. On the other hand, the fines
are low, and exactly this issue, namely the in-
crease of fines, is being reviewed with the actual
amendment process of the law on financing po-
litical parties. Furthermore, due to the practice
that the political parties are paying their fines
last minute, namely just before the elections cer-
tification process, it is recommended not only to
increase the fines, but to also introduce by law
interest rates for the unpaid fines and other obli-
gations that political parties pay with delays. 

Legally, parties are sanctioned through suspen-
sion of direct public subsidies for non-compli-
ance with rules of accounting. “A political subject,

that does not submit the annual financial report
to the CEC within the period of time defined by
this law, shall lose the right to receive benefits
from the fund for the coming year”61. Further-
more, “overdue obligations: if a political subject
does not pay its obligations such as fines, judi-
cial sentence, bills, etc., then the respective
amount will be deducted from the budget, that it
is distributed to support the political subject”62. 

The law defines ways of political responsibility to
the parties and leaders due to non-compliance
with rules of the annual accounting of the politi-

cal parties. “A political party whose registration
is suspended shall not receive any public funding
or be certified by the CEC to participate in an
election”63, is the clause that suspends the par-
ties from the right to run for election. Alike, there
are other clauses that suspend registered politi-
cal parties if the latter “fail to submit a complete
Annual Collected Records or Annual Financial
Reports to the Office” 64. In practice, the applica-
tion of this sanction so far has been unlikely. No
political party has been penalised even though
the reports from the external contracted Auditors
for 2009 Elections65 found many irregularities.

Regarding criminal responsibility for financial
misbehaviour, the law is not exactly clear. How-
ever, although the respective article does not
precisely state that the party leader or the party
accountant is responsible in such cases, it can
be concluded that since these individuals sign
off the reports, they could be held responsi-
ble66. The law states that "The authorised finan-
cial officer of the party and the president of the
party shall be legally responsible for the accu-
racy of all information submitted to the CEC Of-
fice as required by this law"67. In practice, no
party has been penalised, although reports from

60 CEC Rule No. 14/2009: Sanctions and Fines, Article 4: Failure to keep records.
61 Law No. 03/L-174 on Financing Political parties, Article 21.2.
62 Law No. 03/L-174 on Financing Political parties, Article 18.
63 CEC Rule No. 01/2008 on Registration and the Activities of the Political Parties, Article 6.4
64 CEC Rule No. 01/2008 on Registration and the Activities of the Political Parties, Article 6.1.b
65 Audit Report 2009 http://www.kqz-ks.org/SKQZ-WEB/al/materiale/raportiiauditimit2009.pdf
66 CEC Rule No. 01/2008 on Registration and the Activities of the Political Parties, Article 24.1
67 Law No. 03/L-073 on General Elections in the Republic of Kosovo, Article 14.2

Practice Law
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the external contracted Auditors for the 2009
Elections68 found many irregularities.

Entities including civil society, can initiate crimi-
nal sanctioning procedures in cases of non-
compliance with the accounting rules69.
Furthermore, besides CEC, in case of non com-
pliance with the accounting rules, Elections
Complaints and Appeals Panel (ECAP) can im-
pose sanctions to political parties.70

Dimension 9: State Oversight 

State oversight is an indispensable element in
strengthening the systems that regulates politi-
cal party financing. The independence and clear
mandate of the Central Election Commission
(CEC) is necessary for its effective functioning.
It is also vital that the institution has sufficient re-
sources and technical capacity to carry out its
duties. The three indicators used in this study in-
clude questions on legal mandates and institu-
tional arrangements to evaluate whether the
body has necessary legal powers to carry out in-
dependent oversight of political party funding.
Other questions focus on examining actual prac-
tices, such as, how independent the electoral
management body is, as evaluated by relevant
actors in the field? What are its capacities and
shortcomings of the CEC in terms of its re-
sources? 

Law: 7.3
Practice: 5.2

Like in almost all other dimensions, state over-
sight has demonstrated better scores for legisla-
tion than for practice. The powers of the state
oversight body, the Central Election Commission
(CEC) are defined in the Constitution71 of the

Republic of Kosovo, and the functioning of the
CEC is regulated by the law on general elec-
tions in the Republic of Kosovo72. There are pre-
requisites of professional qualification of the
candidates heading the CEC: “The Chair of the
Central Election Commission is appointed by
the President of the Republic of Kosovo from
among the judges of the Supreme Court and
courts exercising appellate jurisdiction”73. Taking
into consideration that the Constitution of the
Republic of Kosovo, Article 139.4, defines that
the seats are proportionally divided according to
the parliamentary groups, and the President74

appoints the Chairperson of the CEC. This
arrangement is not the best case scenario as
there is no open competition for this position; in-
stead the President gets to appoint the person
from among the judges. Also, in absence of
legal provisions, the law should also include the
position or positions of Deputy Chairperson or
Chairpersons of the Central Election Commis-
sion. 

The Chairperson of the CEC is appointed to of-
fice for a total of seven years, three years more
than the term of the head of the executive
branch in office, and three years more than each
government cycle75. At the same time, the Chair-
person of the CEC cannot serve more than two
mandates76. This measure is considered to
strengthen the independence of the institution. 

There is no legal requirement protecting the
Chairperson of the CEC against the removal
from office due to political motives, the person
can only be dismissed by a judicial decision.
Furthermore, there is a legal provision that
states the following: “The mandate of the Chair

68 Audit Report 2009 http://www.kqz-ks.org/SKQZ-WEB/al/materiale/raportiiauditimit2009.pdf
69 Provisional Criminal Procedure Code of Kosovo http://www.md-
ks.org/repository/docs/Provisional_Criminal_Procedure_Code_of_Kosovo.pdf, article 198

70 Law No. 03/L-073 on General Elections in the Republic of Kosovo, Article 46 Sanctions.
71 The Constitution of the Republic of Kosovo, Article 139: Central Election Commission (CEC)
72 Law No. 03/L-073 on General Elections in the Republic of Kosovo, Article 64: Responsibilities and Functions of the CEC
73 The Constitution of the Republic of Kosovo, Article 139.3
74 The Constitution of the Republic of Kosovo, Article 83
75 Law No. 03/L-073 on General Elections in the Republic of Kosovo, Article 61.2
76 Law No. 03/L-073 on General Elections in the Republic of Kosovo, Article 61.3.b
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or any member of the CEC may be terminated
with resignation or terminated with immediate ef-
fect by the President of Kosovo in the following
circumstances: a) the member fails to meet the
conditions and criteria of this law; b) the mem-
bers fails to attend without any reasonable mo-
tive three consecutive meetings of the CEC and
the termination of the mandate is approved by
2/3 of the majority vote of the CEC; c) the mem-
ber is convicted of a criminal offence; d) The
member behaves or acts in a manner that seri-
ously affects the status and integrity of the CEC;
e) The member is unable to perform his or her
duties for more than six consecutive months.”77

When assessing the effectiveness of the CEC in
overseeing political party financing, it should be
noted that until 2008 the CEC was run by the
Organisation for Security and Co-operation in
Europe (OSCE), and the Commission func-
tioned under the local authorities of the Republic
of Kosovo as of 15 June 2008, when the Consti-
tution of Kosovo came into force. Accountants of
the political parties, members of the CEC, pri-
vate sector representatives, and the observers
evaluated the independence of the CEC out of
10 (the most independent), with 3.8. 

Regarding the resources of the CEC, there have
not been any cutbacks on financial and human
resources that could have impaired the good
performance of the institution. This has also
been declared by all the respondents involved.
However, the CEC has not spent all the financial
resources allocated for it for the fiscal year
201078. In addition, the CEC received foreign as-
sistance on top of its funds from the Kosovo
budget, as well as professional assistance for
staff by the OSCE.  Respondents stated that the
CEC could manage its resources more effec-
tively (4.5 out of 10.0). Here, the respondents
mentioned the case when the CEC hired a
media company for their electoral activities,
spending more money than the market price or
offers proposed by other bidders in the tender
process.

By law, the CEC has the authority to initiate in-
dependent accounting investigations of the par-
ties and can have access to the accounting
books, bank records, and records on donors79. 

Due to the lack of auditors in the CEC and de-
lays in the auditing process for annual account-
ing for 2010, the Research Team could not get
information on whether the received reports are
analysed by the CEC. Still, looking at the audit
results from local elections in 200980, the investi-
gations were not carried out based on com-
plaints or proactive investigation of
misbehaviour. The CEC officials and the ob-
servers have pointed out that the CEC takes al-
most no actions in cases of violations (3.8 out of
10). Also, the CEC officials confirm that the CEC
has never imposed fines for underreporting. 

Thus, the respondents believe that the CEC is
unlikely to detect possible mistakes, omissions,
and false statements in the financial reports of
the parties (5.1 out of 10.0). Therefore, the rec-
ommendation is to make the General Auditor Of-
fice be included in the auditing of all the
finances of political parties including the private
donations, and not just auditing the funding of
the state subsidies. Currently, the funding that
the political parties receive from private dona-
tions is not proactively audited and investigated
by the CEC, and it is just audited by the external
auditing company. Having the General Auditor
Office involved would improve the oversight of
all the funding the political parties use for their
activities. 

77 Law No. 03/L-073 on General Elections in the Republic of Kosovo, Article 61.5
78 The Office of Auditor General 2010 Report
79 CEC Rule No. 01/2008 on Registration and the Activities of the Political Parties, Article 22.2 & 22.3, AND Law No. 03/L-174
on Financing Political parties, Article 19

80 The legal audit company “Universum Audit” was responsible for auditing the political subjects for local elections of 2009,
which performed an audit according to international audit standards (contract 320/10/060/211of date 02.09.2010).
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Dimension 10: Public oversight

In addition to the oversight functions performed
by state bodies, other actors such as the media,
academics, civil society organisations, and citi-
zens and at times, political parties themselves
may engage in monitoring funding of political
parties. Monitoring may include activities such
as reporting irregularities to government bodies,
analyzing finance reports to inform the public
and pressurising authorities to ensure that their
oversight is functioning and effective. This study
addressed this dimension by focusing on the
oversight activities performed mostly by civil so-
ciety organizations and media. The specific
questions included: whether there are organiza-
tions that oversee political party financing, and
whether they are independent, active and influ-
ential in their activities.  Another indicator also
looks into the question of whether civil society,
citizens or political parties report irregularities to
the state oversight body, the CEC.

Law: Not Applicable
Practice: 4.6

There are a few NGOs acting as watchdog or-
ganisations monitoring political party financing
(5.6 out of 10.0) in Kosovo. All of the respon-
dents have named the Kosova Democratic Insti-
tute (KDI), and other NGOs like ÇOHU and
FOL. Until 2009 there has been no NGO that
was engaged specifically in projects to inform
citizens about the law and the practice of politi-
cal party financing either through gathering,
analysis, and disclosure of financing data, etc.
Nevertheless, with implementation of the project
titled “Functional mechanisms for a good-gover-
nance” supported by the USAID and the Insti-
tute for Sustainable Communities (ISC), and
later the CRINIS project, KDI became the first
organisation to undertake such a function. 

Civil society organisations are not very dynamic
and engaged in media monitoring projects, such

as ads and journalistic information. Kosova
Democratic Institute (KDI) engages in activities
like media monitoring projects, such as ads and
journalistic information, and projects geared to
monitor the abuse in government resources,
namely favouring their parties and/or candi-
dates. Democracy in Action coalition of NGOs
monitored the election campaign during 2010
general elections. It also participates in debates
on political party financing reform in the Parlia-
mentary Committee on Electoral Reform. Still,
many respondents perceive the watchdogs on
political party financing to have close to no influ-
ence or lack effectiveness (3.3 out of 10.0). 

Parties’ accountants, members of the Assembly,
private sector representatives, and observers
perceive KDI as mostly independent (7.2 out of
10.0). To some extent, media is perceived to be
reporting critically on party funding issues: But
the national newspapers have only been reac-
tive in covering political finance topics and their
coverage has only been partially independent.
The political contenders do not pro-actively mu-
tually oversee political finance, although there
have been reports that indirectly there has been
a case of mutual monitoring between opposing
parties on report submission, and the quality of
the reports submitted to the CEC81. 

According to the CEC representatives, NGOs
report most irregularities to the state agencies.
The parties, candidates, and the media come
second while the citizens are perceived to report
more rarely. 

81 Accountant of AAK was interviewed by the Research Team most of the time was referring to the other parties submissions
in the previous years, and seemed very well informed.
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Recommendations for improving the legislative
framework on transparency of political party
funding:

1.The Law on the financing of political parties
has entered into force in November 2010 and
is not the only law that regulates the financial
issues of political parties. Therefore, it is rec-
ommended that all the issues related to the fi-
nances of political parties, including regular
financing; financing of general, local and com-
ing presidential elections; be included in one
single law: Law on financing of political par-
ties. 

2.The law should clearly define the standardised
format for submitting the regular (non-election
related) financial reports of political parties to
the Central Election Commission. Political par-
ties should be required to submit electronic
versions together with printed hardcopies so
that certain pieces of information can be easily
accessible and identifiable across all parties. 

3.The legislation should clarify the timelines and
the format for disclosing reports on regular
funding of political parties. The law should
clearly define which authority is required to
publish this information: when, how, and in
what format.

4.It is recommended that the General Auditor
Office audits all the finances of political parties
and not only public subsidies money. Further-
more, TI recommends having a single over-
sight agency to avoid any potential for
duplication of duties. 

5.The threshold for disclosure or reporting of in-
come / donations (namely, only to disclose the
income above 100 Euro) should be taken
away from the legislation, as they decrease
transparency.

6.The law should establish the requirement for a
single bank account for each political party. All
transactions (including donations and expendi-
tures) should be carried out through this bank
account. In addition, cash donations should be
explicitly prohibited to avoid possibility of
anonymous donations.

7.Preventive measures against the abuse of
state resources to finance activities of political

parties should be further strengthened; in par-
ticular, clear penalties must be defined for the
abuse of such resources.

8.Sanctions currently set for non-compliance
with financial accounting and reporting re-
quirements for political parties are weak and
there is a need to make them stricter. 

a.Political parties could be sanctioned through
unseating of elected officeholders, for non-
compliance with the rules of accounting and
reporting of party funding. 

b.The law could introduce interest rates for the
unpaid fines and other obligations that politi-
cal parties pay with delays.

9. Independence and public trust towards the
CEC as an oversight body could be strength-
ened through introducing an open competition
procedure for the selection of the Chairperson
of the Commission. The law should also in-
clude provision for the election of the positions
of Deputy Chairperson or Chairpersons of the
Central Election Commission.

10. Consideration can be given to introducing
measures regulating the financial contributions
of the donors that win procurement tenders
from public institutions 

11. The legislation should clarify and regulate
the allocations of times in media for non-elec-
toral activities of political parties. 

Besides the main recommendation for the im-
plementation of current legislation as well as the
needed reform of the legislation related to the fi-
nances of political parties, KDI/TIK has also is-
sued several recommendations for the following

stakeholders: 

VI. Recommendations 
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Political Parties 

1.Political parties shall publicly disclose informa-
tion on their finances. For the purposes of im-
proving internal party democracy and
transparency, the political parties should dis-
close financial information to their own mem-
bers more frequently and in a consistent
manner. KDI/TIK recommends the political
parties publish their financial reports on their
websites. 

2.The accounting books of political parties are
updated every three months.

3.Political parties are recommended to profes-
sionalise their administration (training and ed-
ucation for their staff of finances), taking into
consideration reports on their lack of experi-
ence in filling in forms when submitting to the
CEC.

Central Election Commission 

1.CEC should take quick measures to disclose
the financial reports submitted by political par-
ties together with the audited statements. The
disclosure should also be done in the elec-
tronic format / online, preferably through the
searchable database which will ensure that in-
formation about party funding is standardised,
comparable, and easily available and usable
for interested individuals and general public. 

2.CEC as the main oversight institution should
make sure that reports submitted by the par-
ties are checked and adequately reviewed.
For undertaking this important task, CEC will
have to allocate staff for auditing the reports.
The current practice of outsourcing auditing to
the private accounting firms is not sufficient for
exercising the effective oversight, since audit-
ing firms do not focus on receipt of income
and do not carry out investigations to verify
the accuracy of declared income.

3.CEC should manage its resources more effec-
tively, especially in regards to conducting ten-
ders on procuring goods and services, such
as media advertising.  

4.CEC should carry out the auditing of the re-
ports, and in cases of necessity, undertake in-
vestigations based on complaints received, as
well as initiate proactive investigations of mis-
conduct or suspicious reports. Further consid-

erations can be made to grant CEC the legal
power to review banking transactions of the
political parties and to impose appropriate
sanctions in cases of underreporting or sub-
mission of false declarations from the parties. 

Civil Society and Media

1. CSOs working on good-governance issues
are recommended to place stronger emphasis
on party funding monitoring as part of their on-
going programming on election monitoring and
democracy building. 

2. Media organisations are encouraged to con-
duct regular investigate reporting on funding of
political parties. 

Citizens, NGOs, media, and parties themselves
should be encouraged to report misbehaviour of
political parties in regards to political party fi-
nancing, to the relevant state oversight agency.

31
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Appendix 1: Political Parties

VII. Appendixes  

Name of Party in
its Original 
Language

Name of Party
in English

Acronym

Number of
MPs in the

Assembly in
2010

Ruling or Oppo-
sition party in

2010

1
Partia Demokratike
e Kosovës

Democratic Party
of Kosovo

PDK 37 Ruling

2
Lidhja Demokratike
e Kosovës

Democratic
League of
Kosovo

LDK 25 Ruling

3
Aleanca Kosova e
Re

Alleance Në
Kosova

AKR 13 Opposition

4
Aleanca për
Ardhmërinë e
Kosovës

Alleance for the
Future of Kosovo

AAK 10 Opposition

5
Kosova Demokratik
Türk Partisi

Kosovo Demo-
cratic Turkish
Party

KDTP 3 Ruling

6
Samostalna Liber-
alna Stranka

Independent Lib-
eral Party

SLS 3 Ruling
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Appendix 2: a) Respondents to the Questionnaires  

33

Name and Surname Institution Questionnaire

1 Sylë Ahmeti Kosova Sot Newspaper 5

2 Majlinda Aliu RTK TV 5

3 Leutrime Novosella Student 5

4 Kaltrina Kasumaj Student 5

5 Zejnun Bunjaku Citizen 5

6 Driton Prekazi Citizen 5

7 Blerta Hysenaj Citizen 5

8 Haki Krasniqi Citizen 5

9 Naim Morina Student 5

10 Ardian Kabashi Student 5

11 Besa Gashi Student 5

12 Yllka Shehu Citizen 5

13 Teuta Selmanaj Citizen 5

14 Arben Ramadanaj Citizen 5

15 Ilir Tolaj AAK 6

16 Hafize Pacolli AKR 6

17 Lutfi Zharku LDK 6

18 Ergun Kala KDTP 6

19 Flora Brovina PDK 7

20 Ibrahim Makolli AKR 7

21 Suzana Novobërdaliu AKR 7

22 Donika Kada-Bujupi AAK 7

23 Ahmet Isugi AAK 7

24 Enis Kerevan KDTP 7

25 Myrvete Pantina LDK 7

26 Betim Gjoshi KQZ 9

27 Fadil Maloku KQZ 9

28 Ercan Şpat KQZ 9

29 Shkumbin Retkoceri Rings 10

30 Nazmi Mulolli LESNA 10

31 Ylber Kuraja ELKOS 10

32 Besnik Berisha Balkan International 10

33 Nexhat Daci LDD 11

34 Adnan Merovci Independent Analyst 11

35 Halil Matoshi Independent Analyst 11

36 Riza Smaka Professor at UP, Independent MP 11

37 Mazllum Baraliu Professor at UP, Prior Chairman of the CEC 11

38 Emrush Ujkani Professor, UP 11

39 Bashmir Xhema KTV 11

40 Bekim Kupina Koha Ditore Newspaper 11

41 Arsim Lami Klan Kosova TV 11

42 Petrit Zogaj FOL/ OSHC 11

43 Lorik Bajrami ÇOHU/OSHC 11

44 Agron Demi GAP Institute 11

45 Merita Mustafa KDI/OSHC 11
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Appendix 2: b) Other Contacted Individuals and Organisations 

Name and Surname Institution 

1 Fehmi Pireva KQZ

2 Miradije Meha KQZ

3 Miradije Mavriqi KQZ

4 Xhemail Peçani KQZ

5 Valdete Daka KQZ

6 Ardian Nuza KQZ

7 Fehmi Ajvazi KQZ

8 Ismet Krasniqi Kosovo Assembly

9 Laura Pula Prosecution Office

10 Mul Desku Elections Complaint and Appeals Panel

11 Shukri Sylejmani Elections Complaint and Appeals Panel

12 Adnan Konushevci Elections Complaint and Appeals Panel

13 Agim Krasniqi Ministry of Finance

14 Valentina Saraqini RTV 21

15 Sylejman Shaqiri RTK

16 Lekë Zherka KTV

17 Gazmend Deva KTV

18 Erzen Vraniqi Vetëvendosje / Citizens Initiative

19 Halil Selimi PDK

20 Blerand Stavileci PDK

21 Kujtim Shala LDK

22 Arta Zurnagjiu AKR

23 Ernest Luma AAK

24 Dalibor Jevtic SLS

25 Fikrim Damka KDTP

26 Safete Hadërgjonaj PDK

27 Armend Zemaj LDK

28 Ardian Gjini AAK

29 Lars Lage Olofsson Office of Auditor General

30 Besa Berisha Universum Audit

31 Shaban Muharremi Universum Audit

32 Qerim Qerimi Universum Audit

33 Veton Mujaj Syri i Vizionit NGO

34 Driton Alaj Soft Design/Actual situation
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Appendix 3: Overview of scores by dimension

Note: Patterned fields under Practice indicate dimensions which could not be assessed due to the
lack of availability of parties’ financial reports, which is one of the main sources of information.

Appendix 4: List of Tables and Graphs

a) List of Tables

35

No Dimension Law Practice

1 Internal bookkeeping 10 5.4

2 Reporting to the Oversight Agency 3.9 3.3

3 Scope of reporting 9.1

4 Depth of reporting 7.5

5 Reliability of reporting -

6 Public Disclosure 6 0.8

7 Preventive measures 3 3.3

8 Sanctions 6.1 0.5

9 State Oversight 7.3 5.2

10 Public Oversight - 4.6

Total 6.6 -

List of Tables

Table 1 
Ten Dimensions of Transparency in
Political Finance

Table 2

Quantitative index of transparency in
political party funding: Dimensions, in-
dicators and weighting of law and
practice

Table 3 Type and Sources of Information

Appendix 1 Political Parties

Appendix 2 a) Respondents to the Questionnaires 

Appendix 2
b) Other Contacted Individuals and
Organisations 
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b) List of Graphs

List of Graphs

Graph 1 Law and Practice scores

Graph 2 Internal bookkeeping Law and Practice scores

Graph 3
Reporting to the Oversight Agency Law and Practice
scores

Graph 4 Scope of reporting Law score

Graph 5 Depth of reporting Law score

Graph 6 Public Disclosure Law and Practice scores

Graph 7 Preventive measures Law and Practice scores

Graph 8 Sanctions Law and Practice scores

Graph 9 State Oversight Law and Practice scores

Graph 10 Public Oversight Practice score
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